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Features
 Superb HD Quality 1080p at 25fps

 True Day Night     
 electronics with WDR

 Built-In IR LEDs 

 Extra SD Video Out for    
 easy set-up

 2.8 - 11mm Varifocal Lens

 Dual Voltage,  
 12V DC/24V AC

 Die-Cast Case with  
 Cable managed bracket

 40 IR LEDs

Specification

1/3” 2.1 Megapixel
1080p 25fps
2.8-11mm Varifocal Lens
HD-SDI / 1V P-P 75 ohm
0 Lux with LEDs on
True Day Night / 40 IR LEDs
12/24V Dual Voltage
170mA IR Off / 300mA IR On
IP66 / Auto Gain Control
BNC Socket 
PELCO C / PELCO D 
Bracket Supplied
62x Digital Zoom
Wide Dynamic Range
Sens Up x 30
78mm Dia x 140 mm

Options Available

PART CODE DESCRIPTION

CAM380W Polar White

CAM320 HD Anti Vandal Dome

CAM360 HD Mini Bullet Camera

All specifications are approximate. NiteDevil.com reserves the right 
to change any product specifications or features without notice. 
Whilst every effort is made to ensure that these instructions are 
complete and accurate, NiteDevil.com cannot be held responsible 
in any way for any losses, no matter how they arise, from errors 
or omissions in these instructions, or the performance or non-
performance of the equipment that these instructions refer to.

A Broadcast Quality HD Camera 
Feature-packed in a sleek but tough external housing

If you had any doubts over which model of HD camera to install then this is a winning choice! The 
CAM380 has all the low light surveillance benefits of NiteDevil technology and a Wide Dynamic 
Range with the added functionality of 40 IR LEDs.

This camera is a great choice for the installer who is looking for professional results in the shortest 
installation time possible thanks to its cable managed bracket, varifocal lens with digital zoom 
function and a separate standard video output for easy set up  and “Up the Co-ax” control of the 
camera’s OSD.

Additional features such as a choice of colours (white or grey) digital noise reduction, privacy 
masking and motion detection make this a truly versatile camera.
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NiteDevil™ All-In-One HD IR Camera

Other Products To Consider

Polar White
CAM380W 

For Free printable version of this tip see the 
online version of 255 at nitedevil.com  

CAM380G
Graphite Grey

Visit the user friendly site: 
www.nitedevil.com
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Purpose of CCTV 
camera is to:

Amount of screen
occupied by figure. Degree of recognition:

Monitor and 
Control:

A figure occupies at least 5% of 
the screen height and the scene 
portrayed is not unduly cluttered.

Observer should be able to monitor the number, direction and speed of movement of 
people across a wide area, providing their presence is known to him; i.e. they do not 
have to be searched for.

Detect: At least 10%
After an alert an observer would be able to search the display screens and ascertain with 
a high degree of certainty whether or not a person is present.

Observe: Between 25% & 30%
Some characteristic such as distinctive clothing, can be seen, whilst  view remains wide 
enough to monitor surrounding activity.

Recognise: At least 50%
Viewers can say with a high degree of certainty whether or not an individual shown is the 
same as someone they have seen before.

Identify: At least 100%
Picture quality and detail should be sufficient to enable 
the identity of an individual to be established beyond 
reasonable doubt.
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Situating your camera so that you capture 
the exact footage you require for the 

purpose you need it for is essential 
in a good CCTV system design. 

Here’s a general guide to help you...

CRIMEWATCH
CAUGHT ON


